Is Journalism Another Name for Problem Solving?

"Solutions journalism is really just good journalism. You're not a good newspaper if you are not covering solutions." ---

Tell a friend

Share with your friends.

Video as a Newspaper Staple & Other Lessons from US Newsrooms

Rosen Tsvetkov is a Bulgarian investigative TV journalist who spent August–October 2019 as an America for Bulgaria/World Press Institute fellow in the United States. The program provides full immersion into US politics and media through a demanding schedule of study, travel, and interviews.
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The Candy Wrapper Collectors’ Guide to Communism

Basic commodities were not available to the public in Bulgaria before 1989. So, collecting western candy wrappers became a craze and a sign of prestige. A new documentary tells the story of communism through the eyes of collectors. The Sweetest Thing was produced by Agitprop with support from the US State Department, based on the idea by Tribal Worldwide Sofia.
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